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Abstract
Ozone therapy has been marred by conventional science for years due to many flawed experimental designs or small sample sizes of the population in which it intends to study. For this reason,
many physicians have dismissed ozone therapy and limited funds have been delegated to furthering the knowledge of its therapeutic effects. However, there is evidence that suggests that ozone
does have various therapeutic effects that range from disinfection of pathogens, anticancer properties, and treatment of back ailments. In this paper, we have collected the more promising studies that suggest the efficacy and safety of ozone therapy primarily focusing on autohemotherapy.
This paper is designed to promote awareness of ozone therapy and to show some supporting evidence of its efficacy. Clinically, ozone therapy is often used adjunctively and combined with other
treatment modalities to enhance or encourage a desired mechanism of action. Since the efficacy of
ozone alone is still contentious, it is important to note that ozone therapy should be used in conjunction with other various treatments with very few exceptions.
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1. Introduction

Major autohemotherapy is the extracorporeal exposure of blood to ozone, followed by the intravenous re-infusion of this blood [1]. Major autohemotherapy has been used in Europe for decades. More commonly called
ozone therapy, this procedure results in the short-term production of reactive oxygen species such as hydrogen peroxide, and the long-term production of lipid oxidation products (LOPs) that induce repeated oxidative
stress. By these mechanisms, ozone therapy increases the production of antioxidant enzymes from the body’s
cells and tissues while providing protection against malignant cells. Multiple uncontrolled trials of major autohemotherapy have been carried out in patients with many illnesses including cancer, infections, and lung
disease.
The beneficial physiological effects of ozone therapy have been thoroughly investigated in some instances
and a wealth of published research exists on the subject. The relative simplicity of this therapy, coupled with the
low potential for severe side effects or adverse events, makes ozone an attractive adjuvant therapy for a number
of health conditions.
Although more controlled studies with a greater number of applicants are needed to definitively determine
whether autohemotherapy in particular can actually be used to treat various ailments, this paper summarizes the
most studied and promising applications of ozone therapy to date. It is important to note that much of the information regarding autohemotherapy can at times be contradicting. This is particularly true with regard to the application of autohemotherapy in the treatment of bacterial, fungal, and viral infections. However, interference of
antioxidant constituents of blood plasma takes precedence in our analysis and therefore the application of ozone
therapy for these purposes is largely dismissed for autohemotherapy as a direct action of the elimination of various infectious agents. However, the immunological properties mentioned later in the paper may provide an explanation of how ozone may ultimately improve the fighting of infection via up-regulation of various immunological functions. In addition, it is important to note that the interruption of biofilm communities surrounding
infections has not been studied with autohemotherapy. However its use in dentistry with some success offers insight with regard to its potential application and should be studied in conjunction with ozone’s interaction with
various reactive constituents found in blood plasma.
Autohemotherapy is also commonly used to treat cancer. Although the mechanism of action for the anticancer
properties is at times contradictory, it is important to understand that there is evidence to suggest that ozone either acts directly to kill cancer cells by oxidative stress as well as evidence to suggest that ozone treatment can
induce antioxidant enzymes which in turn influence the progression of cancer cells.
Other applications of ozone therapy not involving autohemotherapy are also discussed. These forms of ozone
therapy include topical ozone administration and ozone injections in localized areas as it relates to treatment of
for disk herniation and lumbar sciatica. The use of ozone in dentistry is also discussed.

2. Ozone Pharmacodynamics and the Effect on the Immune System
The following sections describe some of the fundamentals of ozone and its pharmacodynamics as well as the
impact ozone has on the immune system. The characteristics of ozone as a potent oxidant is fundamental in its
effect on physiology and the immune system. These topics are discussed in some detail as it pertains to ozone as
a medical treatment using various modalities.

2.1. Pharmacodynamics of Ozone Therapy
Ozone (O3) is normally present as a gas. For medical purposes, ozone is generated by passing pure oxygen
through a high voltage gradient (5 - 13 mV). The chemical reaction for ozone generation via this method is:

3O 2 + 68.4kcal → 2O3
The distance among oxygen molecules is 1.26 Å and presents a semi-cyclical structure with an absorption of
253.7 nm. Due to its chemical structure, ozone is denser than oxygen yet it is much more soluble in water.
Ozone is the third strongest oxidant at Eo = +2.076 V behind fluorine and persulphate. Since ozone is an unstable gas, it is imperative in its medical use to be aware of the concentration of ozone being administered to patients in order to avoid toxicity. A key in avoiding toxicity is knowledge of the effects of ozone to certain organs;
while ozone contact with blood is acceptable, contact with the lungs and eyes should be strictly avoided.
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Ozone dissolved in pure water can be used as a disinfectant, as long as it is maintained in a tightly closed
glass bottle. Under these circumstances ozone does not react with its environment including the container.
Ozone reacts immediately and is broken down after coming in contact with fluids such as physiological plasma,
saline, urine, and lymph [2].
Ozone’s paired number of electrons are found in the external orbit and it is not considered a radical molecule
despite the formation of radicals when undergoing mitochondrial respiration. Within plasma, ozone reacts with a
number of biological molecules. Hierarchically, ozone reacts first with polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA), antioxidants such as ascorbic acid, compounds with thiol groups, reduced glutathione (GSH) and albumin [2].
Each of these molecules is oxidized similarly by ozone to generate hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and two moles of
lipid oxidation products (LOPs) [2]. Similarly, the production of anion superoxide, hydrogen peroxide, and hypochlorous acid are a result of phagocytes reacting with pathogens [3]-[5].
Ozone is commonly mistaken as always being cytotoxic since sensitivity of normal and neoplastic cells in
culture exposed to ozone at low concentrations has been documented [6]-[8]. These results are misleading since
cultured cells have significantly less antioxidants than found in blood plasma and is present in typically five to
ten fold less albumin in cellular culture as compared to blood plasma [9]-[13]. The range of therapeutic dosage
of ozone in blood is between 10 μg/ml gas and 80 μg/ml gas per mL of anticoagulated blood [14]. Under these
circumstances, the entirety of ozone was consumed in under 5 min [14]. There are no known side effects of autohemotherapy under these conditions. There is risk of blood clot if blood collected is not properly handled.
However, proper handling, the use of heprin, and filtration can eliminate the opportunity to produce or introduce
blood clots in the body.
The reaction between ozone and PUFA generates two aldehyde constituents in the addition to the formation
of hydrogen peroxide. Since the production of aldehydes are particularly deleterious, only therapeutic dosages of
ozone should be administered to reduce their formation. The latter product, hydrogen peroxide, has several biological and therapeutic effects and is considered to be a fundamental reactive oxygenated species (ROS) [15][20]. The production of hydrogen peroxide itself is controversial but like ozone it is important to understand
that the concentration of hydrogen peroxide is key. Hydrogen peroxide is a crucial mediator in host defense
and immune response in addition to a regulator in signal transduction in physiological amounts [19] [21]-[25].
The concentration of hydrogen peroxide dictates whether cells will undergo proliferation or cell death [23] [25][27].
The known effects of ozone on the metabolomics of human blood samples indicate a significant increase in
the presence of certain metabolites including formate, allantoine, acetate, and acetoacetate. Of those metabolites
listed, formate, aceteate, and acetoacetate indicate a linear increase in concentration as determined by their corresponding NMR peaks [28]. Allantoine expressed a hyperbolic curve suggesting a potential saturation point
beyond an ozone dose of 800 μg/ml of ozone gas per blood sample [28]. Pyruvate’s relationship was expressed
as a biphasic sigmoidal monotonically decreasing function in response to increasing ozone concentration in
tested blood samples [28]. Although these results do give us a glimpse of the shift in blood sample metabolomics, they do not explain how some patients who undergo extracorpeal blood oxygenation and ozonation (EBOO)
treatment experience an increase of energy. The decrease in pyruvate might even suggest the contrary since pyruvate is a critical metabolite in glycolysis since it is the end product of glycolysis. However, metabolomics research on rats exposed to ozone gas offers a more thorough understanding of the metabolic shifts and physiological changes after exposure. 313 named metabolites were analyzed primarily after immediate exposure to
ozone gas and showed 81 metabolites were significantly increased while 48 were decreased [29]. Of these 313
named metabolites there is the curious case of pyruvate which was shown to increase after the rats were exposed to ozone [29]. As for the account of extra energy after exposure of ozone, the study also shows a marked
increase in epinephrine in the rats exposed to ozone [29]. However, it is unclear whether the increase in epinephrine is due to psychological distress from the rats who are exposed to ozone gas or if the ozone physiologically induced the increase of epinephrine. Further studies on humans are warranted to determine the causality of
the increase in epinephrine after exposure to ozone.
Cellular physiology can be impacted by ozone in other ways. Oxidative stress impairs oxygen delivery and
induce aging in red blood cells [30]. Superoxide, a metabolite formed in some chemical reactions following
ozone being reduced by antioxidants, inhibits platelet-derived growth factor receptors [31] but hydrogen peroxide, another metabolite formed in a reaction with ozone and antioxidants is required for platelet derived growth
factor signal transduction [32]. The effect of ozone on human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) in vi-
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tro shows a marked increase in nitic oxide (NO) and interleukin-8 (IL-8) [33].

2.2. Cytokine Induction
Bocci and colleagues have thoroughly investigated the ability of ozone to induce cytokines from blood via ozonated hemotherapy [34]-[37]. One of their first endeavors showed that high levels of both IFN-γ and TNF-α
could be induced from human leukocytes by ozonation at rather low concentrations (30 - 54 μg/ml) [34]. Because most ozone in blood is quenched by erythrocytes, eliminating these cells from blood samples alleviates the
need for higher doses of ozone in the induction of cytokine release [30]. This group also demonstrated that the
use of heparin as an anticoagulant, rather than citrate, was more effective at both preventing hemolysis and inducing cytokine release from ozonated blood [35]. A separate study showed that exposure of whole blood to
ozone (54 μg/ml) induced the copious release of IL-1β, TNF-α, GM-CSF and IFN-β, as well as IFN-γ, IL-2 and
IL-6 in smaller amounts [36]. In a later study of 13 healthy male donors, treatment of whole blood with 80 μg/ml
ozone significantly increased IL-8 production, compared with controls [37]. Hemolysis of samples at this ozone
concentration was less than 1% [37].
The ability of ozone to induce production of cytokines is significant; in particular, the induction of TNF-α,
IFN-γ, IL-2 and IL-8 explain, at least partially, the enhancement of immune function that has been reported following ozone administration [36]. The in vivo actions of these cytokines are well established. TNF-α, by definition mediates direct tumor cytotoxic effects. IFN-γ is the key cytokine that mediates anti-viral activity of the
immune system, mainly by enhancing the activity of natural killer (NK) cells, which can recognize and lyse tumor cells independently of major histocompatibility complex (MHC) restriction. IL-2 is the major proliferative
factor for T lymphocytes and also activates NK cells. IL-8 is a chemotactic factor that promotes neutrophil migration to tissues, potently influencing the inflammatory response. Recombinant forms of both IL-2 and IFN-γ
are approved by the FDA for human use, and have been used to treat patients with various types of cancer,
mainly by enhancing immune function.

3. Clinical Applications of Ozone Therapy
The application of ozone therapy using autohemotherapy or topical ozone is discussed in their respective sections. Either application has its strengths and weaknesses when used properly. Ozone therapy around the world
is often thought of as a universal treatment for various diseases. Although there is evidence to support that there
are many applications for ozone therapy, its use as a universal treatment is not founded in the evidence. This is
particularly true with the widely used application of autohemotherapy for the treatment of various infections.
However, topical ozone therapy has promising results in this field. It is not surprising that many doctors have
overstated the potential of ozone therapy in infectious disease since the in vitro studies in particular appear
promising.
Applications of ozone therapy in cancer have not been completely resolved clinically and the information regarding the mechanism of action for autohemotherapy in the treatment of cancer differs among scholars. However, in vitro studies and the theoretical explanations for mechanisms of action of ozone treatment is thought
provoking enough to include here.
Creative ways of using ozone therapy including the treatment of herniated disks and lumbar sciatica is promising and may be a less invasive alternative to surgery in some cases. Ozone’s application in patients suffering
from complications from diabetes is also discussed as well as its application in some lung diseases. The first application of ozone therapy was used to treat skin infections by the Germans in World War I. The mechanism of
action to the application of topical ozone for skin infections is similar to the mechanism proposed in the use of
ozone therapy in dentistry.
The variety in modes of administration of ozone therapy to potentially treat various diseases or enhance physiology is expressed in Figure 1. Since the incorporation and mediation oxidative potential within human physiology impacts a variety of physiological processes, it is important recognize that the effects of ozone in human
physiology are not entirely known and that there is potential for other applications to be elucidated over time.
The application of oxygen/ozone for increased energy is a novel, respectively off label, application of ozone
that has been derived from reports that patients experience an increase in energy and alertness after treatment of
oxygen/ozone therapy. Although the mechanism of action is hypothesized not to directly involve ozone itself,
this side effect of additional energy is included and discussed briefly.
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Figure 1. This figure depicts some of the known and theoretical reasoning behind the use of ozone therapies using various
modalities in addition to emphasizing its safety if administrated within their corresponding recommended framework.

3.1. Lumbar
Treatment for disk herniation and lumbar sciatica can be difficult with respect toward the recession of symptoms
primarily due to a poor understanding of the pathophysiology. For that reason, there are many new treatment options that have emerged including the use of oxygen/ozone injections. Although conventional treatments are often felt as better than oxygen/ozone treatment, oxygen/ozone therapy reduces the likelihood of minimally invasive surgery [38]. The mechanism of action of oxygen/ozone therapy is also not fully understood but the properties of ozone to potentially increase glycolysis [39], effect rheology [40], red blood cells [41] [42], and immunomodulation [41] as well as anti-inflammatory and analgesic effects [43] [44] means that there are likely several mechanisms of action.

3.2. Cancer Treatment
Since ozone is quickly reduced to hydrogen peroxide when exposed to plasma, the therapeutic effects of ozone
are likely caused by hydrogen peroxide. Hydrogen peroxide has various cellular effects in cancer including
apoptosis resistance [45] [46], increased angiogenesis [47] [48], and induction of cellular proliferation [49]-[51].
It is clear that hydrogen peroxide has an impact on cancer cells at a physiological level. However, there is evidence that hydrogen peroxide can be used to induce apoptosis in cancer cells [52] [53] via downstream acidification [52]-[54]. Other data suggests that cancer cells are more sensitive to hydrogen peroxide induced cell
death than normal cells [55]-[58]. However, it is not clear why hydrogen peroxide will induce apoptosis on cancer cells selectively.
Homeostasis, with regard to redox capacity of a cell, is a fundamental property of maintaining normal cellular
function and promoting cell survival. Due to augmentation in several cell signaling processes, cancer cells have
a significantly more oxidized state than normal cells. This phenomenon is known as the Warburg effect. Since
cells cannot survive under significant oxidative stress for extended periods of times, antioxidant enzymes are up
regulated in cancer cells to promote cellular survival [59].
Oxidative stress plays a role in various cell signaling pathways including cellular proliferation with regard to
the induction of nuclear transcription factors. It has been hypothesized that additional oxidative stress increases
antioxidant enzymes including Nrf2, NFAT, AT-1, and HIF-1α which have the potential to reduce oxidative
stress and cell signaling associated with cellular proliferation [60].

3.3. Energy Enhancement
Methods of increasing blood oxygenation for increased stamina and energy have been used as a means to enhance athletic performance illegally for many years. Most notably the methods associated with blood doping in
cycling has gained attention over the past few years in particular. Many patients who undergo oxygen/ozone
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therapy experience an increase in energy. Although the biochemical analysis of the effect of ozone on energy
conversion does not support this phenomenon, there is reason to believe that the oxygen (O2) may play a role.
Blood doping, as it is called in professional and amateur sports, to our knowledge, has not involved the extraction
of blood to be oxygenated and administered back into the body. As stated in the biochemistry section, it is unclear
whether pyruvate increases or decreases during ozone therapy and therefore it is unclear whether the effect of
ozone on glycolysis causes patients to experience an increase in energy. We hypothesize that the increase in energy
experienced during oxygen/ozone therapy may not be caused by the ozone itself but rather by blood oxygenation
associated with the oxygen/ozone mixture. Further analysis on whether oxygen exposed blood in the absence of
oxygen ozone therapy should be examined to clarify whether or not this is actually the case. The correlation between the increase in epinephrine in rats exposed to ozone gas [29] should also be resolved to determine causality
with regard to whether the increase in epinephrine from the rats was caused by a panic response they may have
experienced due to ozone gas exposure or if it was caused by a physiological response to ozone.

3.4. Topical Ozone Treatment
The origin of using ozone to treat wounds dates back to the nineteenth century by the Germans in World War I.
It was used primarily to treat gaseous gangrene caused by an anaerobic infection associated with Clostridum
[61].
The application of ozone for wound treatment can take several forms including gaseous ozone, ozonated water, or by the ozonation of biological matrices. The three forms can be used to treat a multitude of infections,
torphic ulcers, abcesses, cellulitis, burns, decubitus in paralytic patients, gingivitis, peritonitis, vulvovaginitis,
and fungal disease [62] [63]. It is important to note that the bactericidal action of ozone is significantly reduced
by antioxidant properties found in humans and animals.
Although ozone is not a radical species, its mechanism of action often involves the use of free radicals including hydroxyl radicals, peroxide, or by forming aldehyde species through a radical-dependent mechanism [64]
[65]. These mechanisms take place at different times depending on the mode of administration with regard to the
use of biological matrices associated with the use of unsaturated oily medium since ozone will react with these
molecules and potentially be quenched before administration. Before the application of ozone in any form, the
wound or affected area should be thoroughly washed to reduce quenching through the antioxidant properties
found in humans and animals associated with either mucosal and/or cutaneous healing. It is also important to
note that the decomposition of ozone can also aid in the metabolism and proliferation of tissue in the affected
area.
The two primary methods of using ozone therapy for the treatment of wounds in particular either involve the
use of oxygen/ozone mixture at a concentration of 80 μg/ml (or 5 - 10 μg/ml in clean wounds) for about 30 mins
daily or the use of local ozonated water or saline used in variable concentrations of ozone. The mechanism for
ozonated oil still remains a mystery despite several potential mechanisms that have been developed with a particular emphasis on triozonide decomposition to form peroxide molecules.

3.5. Diabetes Mellitus
It is widely known that oxidative stress is one of many events associated with diabetes and its complications
[66]. Clinical and experimental evidence suggests that diabetes is correlated to the generation of ROS. However,
the mechanism of the generation of ROS is not completely understood [66]. Although ozone is among the most
highly oxidized species, the ability for ozone to promote the production of antioxidants in cells often leads to a
net reductive quality of ozone physiologically. Evidence also suggests there is a correlation between impaired
glucose uptake and oxidative stress. In addition to the increase of antioxidant defenses in the cell, ozone therapy
has been shown to reduce hyperglycemia induced by streptozotocin [67]. However, other studies did not find
any change in glucose concentrations in patients taking antibiotics [68]. This same study did find a significant
decrease in glucose concentration in the hyperglycemic group of individuals, bringing them back to the normal
range.

3.6. Lung Disease
The correlation between oxidative stress and inflammation in the respiratory tract has led scientists to determine
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whether the antioxidant potentiation of ozone therapy can have an effect on lung disease like asthma. Augmentation of immunological mediation by ozone therapy and its effect on asthma was also investigated. The sample
size of the study, 113 patients, is still respectively small since the group was subdivided into three groups.
However, the number of patients is high enough to gain statistical significance for ozone therapy administered
either by the two groups involving ozone major autohemotherapy (MAHT) or by ozone rectal insufflations (RI)
[69]. For the ozone MAHT group exposed to 4mg of ozone, there was a significant increase in GPx enzyme activity with patients indicating that their symptoms had been reduced [69]. The ozone MAHT group exposed to
8mg of ozone showed an increase in GPx, GST, GSH, and GR antioxidant levels [69]. The RI group that was
exposed to 10 mg of ozone also showed a significant enhancement of GPx and GST but did not see an increase
in GSH and GR [69]. These findings indicate the significance of dose and route of ozone therapy in the antioxidant induction response. Symptomatic results include the amelioration of wheezing, dyspnea, and medications
and were congruent with lung function tests indicating a beneficial relationship between ozone therapy in bronchial asthmatic patients in particular [69].

3.7. Bacterial and Viral Treatment
In water, ozone has the capacity to inactivate at least 63 known human pathological bacteria [70]. Other pathogens including fungi, fungal spores, and oocysts require more exposure or longer durations of exposure to
ozone than bacteria and viruses in water [71]. Scientists therefore postulated that the antimicrobial capacity
of ozone via ozone autohemotherapy would bring similar results and potentially be used as an adjunctive
method for treating infections. After all, oxidative stress is used in macrophages and granulocytes in particular as a mechanism of host defense. However, the antioxidant potential of plasma was not fully taken into
consideration when this theory was proposed. Ozonated water or oils should be administered to wounds after
they are thoroughly cleaned with soap and water. The reasoning behind washing is to remove plasma containing antioxidant enzymes among other things that can impact the efficacy of ozone therapy. At concentrations of 5% and 10% plasma vs control, there is a remarkable change in cellular viability in Staphylococcus
aureus, Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), and Pseudomonas aeruginosa [72]. The data
shows that 10% plasma has greater protection for the bacteria than 5% but both plasma concentrations have
a significant effect on the viability of the bacterium in orders of magnitude of ozone concentrations. It is
important to note that only three bacterium were selected for this experiment and that the results varied between the different types of bacterium. However, the powerful effect of low dosages of plasma on cell viability should take precedence over such speculation and it can be hypothesized that other bacterium would
experience similar results.

3.8. Ozone in Dentistry
Ozonated water has been shown to be an effective method for killing bacteria. However, its application in dentistry has mixed reviews when comparing in vitro to in vivo applications. In vitro studies have shown that ozonated water has the capacity to kill gram negative, gram positive, and more specifically Candida albicans [73].
Ozone gas was found to be more effective in the killing of microorganisms than ozonated water [74]. Such
findings lead to an application of ozone gas for the cleaning of dentures.
Despite the strong evidence of the application of ozone to combat bacterial infections in vitro, the use of
ozone as a disinfectant in primary occlusal and root carious lesions has low efficacy. However, evidence suggests that there is good biocompatibility of ozone with gingivival fibroblast cells, oral epithelial cells, and periodontal cells [75] [76]. Evidence in vitro also suggests that ozone has the capacity to be an effective method for
the removal of biofilms in Mycobacterium spp., Candida spp., Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and Legionella pneumophila in addition to being able to disinfect dentures contaminated with Streptococcus mutans, MRSA, Enterococcus faecalis, and Candida albicans [77]-[79]. Evidence also suggests that ozone has a limited impact on
denture surface roughness, weight, and reflectiveness [77]-[80]. The application for the use of ozone in endodontics is conflicting [81]-[84].

4. Discussion
The application of various ozone therapies is controversial for good reason. There are many reports that inade-
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quately or inconclusively examine its application while other papers clearly overstate the potential of ozone
therapy. For this reason, ozone therapy has yet to be adopted by traditional medicine despite some evidence
supporting its efficacy in treatment and preventative medicine.
Ozone is a remarkably strong oxidant that has the potential to shift the physiology of cells to respond by
creating more antioxidants on a cellular level. Antioxidants are important in the prevention and in some instances the treatment of cancer with regard to intracellular antioxidant potential to reduce cellular growth signaling. This mechanism of action has not been conclusively studied and more studies are warranted with regard
to the extent of the induction of the antioxidant enzymes and the extent that they might inhibit the growth of
cancer cells. It is important to note that an increase in ozone concentration likely increases the concentration of
oxidants including the concentration of hydrogen peroxide. Higher concentrations of ozone within the therapeutic window are likely more desirable since at low concentrations of hydrogen peroxide, cellular proliferation
likely increases, as well as angiogenesis and cancer cell proliferation. Therefore, concentrations of ozone closer
to 80 μg/ml are more likely to get the desired results from ozone therapy in cancer treatment.
One of the primary reasons why ozone treatment is not universally accepted might result in the fact there are
often better treatment options for various ailments. Suggesting that ozone could replace chemotherapy for instance is not practical. However, ozone can be used in conjunction with conventional medicine in a manner that
could enhance outcomes. More thorough research is required to definitively prove or disprove whether ozone in
conjunction with chemotherapeutics has a synergistic effect on either killing or slowing down the progression of
cancer. Many people associated with ozone therapy often overstate the significance of what many might consider preliminary findings. Many of these studies are often inadequate in making conclusions, present theory as
facts, or are scientifically flawed to begin with. It is important to have healthy skepticism when evaluating the
significance of these findings or the hype that some physicians may claim about curing diseases with ozone.
Ozone is beneficial in certain circumstances but the evidence does not warrant the use of ozone alone for most
ailments.

5. Conclusion
Despite the litany of flawed, incomplete, or inconclusive findings associated with ozone therapy, there is enough
evidence to suggest that there are real applications for ozone therapy. However, relying on ozone therapy for
complete remission of symptoms may not be warranted at this time and ozone therapy should be used in conjunction with other therapies to potentially enhance conventional treatment. It is important to be careful when
examining the evidence associated with clinical findings using ozone therapy since there are a number of studies
that are poorly designed or have sample sizes that are too small to make the definitive claims found in some papers. However, many of these findings can be thought of as preliminary findings that suggest that a larger, more
comprehensive study is warranted for various applications of ozone therapy. More work needs to be completed
on the use of ozone therapy, especially alongside other treatment modalities. However, it is important to note
that ozone is a safe treatment when used correctly.
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